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JoJo - A Toad Musical
"JOJO" celebrates a creative and musical portrait of JoJo Nyaribo, a young nature lover

and wildlife advocate as he explores the meaning of biodiversity and stewardship in his

own backyard.

The Serpent’s Lair
In the face of extreme habitat loss, wildlife biologist Dr. Chris Jenkins puts an ambitious

plan in motion to save two uniquely American reptiles, the eastern indigo snake and the

gopher tortoise, and the forest they call home.

Biopixels
Biopixels explores the world of evolutionary biology on the microscopic scale. Using the

latest light microscope technology, butterfly wings become micro-mosaics.

Timber Rattlesnakes of Catoctin Mountain Park
William H. Martin has spent over 60 years hiking the Appalachian Mountains to research

and conserve timber rattlesnake populations. Join him on a hike as he searches for these

venomous snakes, in an effort to showcase their beauty, docile attitude, and vital

importance to a healthy and balanced ecosystem.

TRT: 8 MINUTES

TRT: 6 MINUTES

TRT: 12 MINUTES

TRT: 4 MINUTES
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Jaguar del Cielo
 By catching jaguars and fitting them with GPS collars, Felix and his co-workers are able

to track the movement of jaguars and get insights into their mysterious and elusive lives.

The information collected from the collars is crucial to better understand the species and

to mitigate conflicts with humans, which is imperative for the long-term conservation of

jaguars.

Black Skimmers, under our wing
A pair of Black Skimmers lay their egg on a barrier island along the Tampa Bay. Three

weeks later a fuzzy, sand colored chick emerges from its shell. As the chick grows up, it

navigates the challenges of a heavily human populated beach.

Skyward
Young birdwatchers, Mya and Arjun, feel the pressure of climate change and the

biodiversity crisis greatly. Although they feel isolated and judged by others, they are

determined to stand up for what they believe in; coming of age in the age of climate

chaos. A creative documentary exploring our relationship with nature.

The Bat Couple
Bats dominate her life, day and night. She and her biologist husband, Ben Obitte, comb

the caves high up in Nigeria’s Afi mountains to research, monitor and understand

different bat species, in order to protect them.

TRT: 19 MINUTES

TRT: 12 MINUTES

TRT: 13 MINUTES

TRT: 14 MINUTES
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841
Catching waves and biting boards, Sea Otter 841 has captured the attention of citizens,

scientists, and journalists around the world. While she continues to evade capture, the

media frenzy has raised the question: What should we do about this unruly otter?

The Lone Wolverine of the Wallowas
A husband and wife research team follow in the footsteps of a renowned wolverine

expert in the Wallowa Mountains of Eastern Oregon in hopes of detecting the presence of

a lone male wolverine named Stormy. They set up several remote monitoring stations

deep in the Eagle Cap Wilderness during the dead of winter, and in some of the harshest

conditions. Will they even find what they are looking for?

TRT: 18 MINUTES

TRT: 16 MINUTES

TRT:  125 MINUTES


